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ALL MASSES WILL NO LONGER BE TAKING PLACE BECAUSE OF THE 
CORONA VIRUS UNTILWE GET ENOUGH VOLUNTEERS 

Pray For: 
John(JP) Mulligan, who died in Carrigallen Co Leitrim, brother of Carmel Cronolly, Doontas. 
Anne Conmy (nee Mulligan), PA, USA and formerly of Lismorane, Callow. Died on 1st June 2020. Sister of the late 
Dan & Jim Mulligan, Callow.   
 
 
 
COVID-19 UPDATE 
At a recent meeting of the Pastoral Council we read the frame work document called “Nothing Can Separate Us 
From God”. We, as a parish, are bound by The Return To Work Safely Protocol and the above document. It 
will entail restrictions on us but it is for our health and saftey. 
Those feeling unwell are encouraged not to come to mass and those cocconing are not expected to come. There 
will not be a 11:30am mass on Sundays for the moment as this is forbidden by the documents at the moment. 
Provision will be made for those with disabilities for a mass.  
We had a meeting for volunteers last Thursday night. Not many people came forward. We need more 
volunteers before we can open up both churches.  
Meeting on Tuesday at 7pm Killasser Church for more volunteers to come for stewards & cleaning 
Meeting on Thursday at 8pm Callow Church for more volunteers to come for stewards & cleaning 
If you want to volunteer please contact Fr. John – 0879548532  Nicola Waite – 0894182397          
Natasha Ginty – 0863622522   Fionnuala Nealan - 0863092512 
It is very important that you attend these meetings if you want to become a volinteer.The saftey and welfare of 
our parishioners is our priority and so we feel we cant open our churches for mass until enough volunteers 
come forward. 
 
 
 
 
NATURE MATTERS 
Nature Matters is a group of parishioners who have come together to raise awareness of our environment and 
the importance of biodiversity. New members are always welcome . 
 
St.Bonaventure said that God wrote three books, the  first of which is the Book of Nature. (The second is the 
Book of the Scriptures and the third is the Book of Providence, in other words the events of your daily 
life)  Every creature, he said, is a word in that Book of Nature, a word of God...Not only  plants, then, but all 
creatures speak to us:  mountains and rivers,  rocks and pools,  clouds and rain,  lightning and 
darkness,  creatures of the sea and of the air,  and the multitude of animals, wild and tame.  They speak God to 
us, not just themselves. Every creature speaks God.  I too?  Every creature owes its existence  to God....every 
creature through and through is a gift of God;  it is therefore a word, a revelation of God. Creatures have no 
choice but to speak God.          Donagh O Shea OP  (from Spirituality) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



“If This Time” – Kevin McCormack 
If this time taught me anything, 

It is that the tinys spec in this universe that we occupy, 
Is both wonderful and wondrous, 

And if we allow it to, the beauty around us can unlock the beauty with us; 
And teach us far more than our schooling ever did. 

If this time has taught me anything, 
It is that success and how we measure it needs to be re-defined, 

And that the only person whom you should ever compare yourself, 
Is who you were, yesterday. 

Make your growth game strong, 
And along the way, be kind to yourself, 

If you are doing your best, 
Then you are doing enough. 

If this time has taught me anything, 
It is that it is more important now than ever before, to see the world through your own eyes. 

Begin by looking at yourself- 
Look honestly and look gently. 

Look inward with compassion and kindness, 
And look outward with humility and appreciation. 

If this time has taught me anything, 
It is that the opposite of love is not hate, but fear- 

And our greatest fear is losing that to which we have become attached, 
Yesterday is heavy, put it down. 

Seeing the beauty in the world around you is the first step in purifying and clearing the mind, 
And if this time has taught me anything, 

It is that nature, unlike us, 
Never apologises for her beauty. 

If this time has taught me anything, 
It is that life really is about the journey, not the destination. 

And it must be, for surely we are not here merely to reach the destination, 
For the destination is death. 

Be alive, for after all, life is all you’ve got, 
And when you pay attention to the things for which you are grateful, 

You soon forget about what you think you’re missing, 
If this time has taught me anything, 

It is that the bitter tears are the quietest, 
And on the days when your head wants to hang low, it is important that you look up. 

Lift your head. Take it in, and breathe deep, 
For while this world can sometimes be a hard place, 

Your reality and what you perceive it to be are seldom aligned. 
If this time has taught me anything, 

It is that beauty truly is in the eye of the beholder. 
We can see universes within universes- 
But only when we pay enough attention, 
and this is as true of the nature within us, 

as it is of the nature around us. 
If this time has taught me anything, 

It is this: if true love conquers everything, then self-love gives it the fortitude to do so. 
And we each have the power within us to make it so. 

There will be challenges to face along the way, 
To which there are many solutions. 

There is a source of resilence deep within us all. 
If this time does not teach us that time itself is precious, 

Then we will have missed the lesson. 
The lesson that never before have the past and the future been so irrelevant, 

And that the quest to “find ourselves” has been fruitless to now; 
Only because we’ve been searching in all the wrong places. 

We are here, we are now. 
We are each and every breath we take. 

Know that you are more than your scars- 
Know that every wound in you that has healed along the way has taught you what it is to fight back; 

And to start again from where you are, with what you’ve got. 
Beat your own pathway, 

Without seeking the approval of others and know that self-love is not vanity. 
If this time has taught me anything, it is that: 
HOPE matters, and we cannot live without it. 

This time has taught me that HOPE is not a wish, nor a desire for things to be different. 
It is a course of action, a combination of mind and heart. 

The future can be better and can be brighter, 
Everyday is a gift, a gift to begin again, 

And to grasp with both hands, the fresh opportunity to learn, unlearn and re-learn                                                                                                            
If this time, is not wasted. 

 
 



 
 

World Meeting of Families Prayer 
God, our Father, 

We are brothers and sisters in Jesus your Son, 
One family, in the Spirit of your love. 

We ask you to bless Killasser and Callow – Our Parish. 
Bless us with the joy of love. 

Make us patient and kind, 
gentle and generous, 

welcoming to those in need. 
Help us to live your forgiveness and peace. 

 
Protect all families with your loving care, 
Especially those for whom we now pray: 

[We pause and remember family members and others by name]. 
Increase our faith, 

Strengthen our hope, 
Keep us safe in your love, 

Make us always grateful for the gift of life that we share. 
This we ask, through Christ our Lord, 

 


